Harmonic constituents of the tide beneath the Ross Ice Shelf.
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Radio-echo sounding of the
antarctic ice sheet

necessary to fly at high altitudes to and from the
sounding area; this practice saved fuel and increased the airplane's range.
The main areas covered this season supplemented previous flight lines (Evans and Robin,
1972; SPRI, 1974). Figure 2 gives a statistical breakdown of regional operations discussed below.
International Antarctic Glaciological Project area.
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The 1974-1975 austral summer marked our
fourth season of radio-echo sounding of the antarctic ice sheet. Most sounding equipment this year
was designed and built by the Technical University
of Denmark, with additional items being supplied
by the Scott Polar Research Institute (sPRI). The
National Science Foundation made available an
Lc-130 Hercules airplane—flown by U.S. Navy Antarctic Development Squadron Six (vxE-6)—for
radio-echo sounding flights throughout most of the
season.
Airborne trials of the radio-echo equipment were
made in early November 1974 at the U.S. Naval Air
Development Center, Warminster, Pennsylvania.
From November 29, 1974, to January 19, 1975,
about 135,000 kilometers of profiling were completed during about 332 hours of flight (figure 1).
The airplane's age resulted in a weight restriction
that was about 4,500 kilograms below the 19731974 season's. To reach distant objectives it was

Dr. Robin is director of the Scott Polar Research Institute
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(a) In the dome C area, the previous sounding network of a 100-kilometer square grid was increased
in density to a 50-kilometer square grid to assist
surface and sub-ice geological interpretations. (b)
Additional flight lines in the dome B area made
possible a better definition of this dome's shape.
(c) Good flying weather and forecasting services
made it possible to map the surface and underlying
topography in coastal areas from 135 0 to 1550E.
on a grid scale of 50 to 100 kilometers. (d) Soundings were made along the entire French traverse
route from Dumont d'Urville to dome C. (3) Other
gaps in the radio-echo mapping of East Antarctica
were filled, especially from Vostok to the South Pole
and beyond. (0 The closely spaced grid of flight
lines inland from the McMurdo/dry valley area
should provide new details on the sub-ice topography and structure in this region. (g) More data
on sub-ice lakes were collected, with one flight being
specifically devoted to such studies. (h) A detailed
experiment on the parameters of the radio-echo
system and their effect on the recording of internal
layering within ice was carried out on one flight.
Marie Byrd Land. Work in this region was done
in view of current interest in the stability of the west
antarctic ice sheet and in the interpretation of ice
cores from Byrd Station. (a) A 50-kilometer square
net was flown to cover the area between the Transantarctic Mountains, the Ross Ice Shelf, Rockefeller
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Figure 1. 1974-1975 radioecho sounding flight lines.
Only on-station profiling Is
shown; high-altitude flight
lines are not shown since
relatively little data were
produced. B: Byrd Station.
S: Amundsen-Scott South
Pole Station. V: Vostok Station. C: French dome C
camp (1970). D: Dumont
d'Urville
Station.
M:
McMurdo Station.
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Plateau, and Byrd Station. The data should provide
much better control of surface and bedrock topography. (b) Special flight lines were made along the
Byrd Station strain network to help define surface
and bedrock topography in relation to strain network studies and ice core interpretations.
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Ross Ice Shelf. A survey was made of the bottom
roughness of the Ross Ice Shelf using new methods
devised at SPRI by C. S. Neal. This work will supplement studies of thickness and flow, and it should
also aid other studies (including the Ross Ice Shelf
Project) aimed at defining conditions under the ice
shelf. Accurate Lc-130 inertial navigation this
season should help to check the existing maps of
thickness and flow.
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Figure 2. A: dome B, central East Antarctica. B: Ross Ice
Shelf. C: ice sheet adjacent to Transantarctic Mountains
and other plateau areas of East Antarctica not covered In
A, D, and E. D: dome C of central East Antarctica. E: Adélle
Land and George V Coast. F: Marie Byrd Land.
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Throughout the season the radio-echo group
worked very closely with the vxE-6 crews operating
Lc-130F number 148320. Use of vxE-6 laboratory
facilities was a great help. Considerable support
was also given by other components of the U.S.
Naval Support Force, Antarctica, especially in
weather forecasting. Special thanks are due to the
airplane commander, Lieutenant Commander A.
Herr, U.S. Navy, and to the commanding officer
and staff of vxE-6. The science team was comprised
of D. J . Drewry, N. D. Hargreaves, D. J . Mackie,
ANTARCTIC JOURNAL

D. T. Meidrum, K. Rose, Mr. Neal, and myself, all
Of SRPI, and M. Pallisgaard and N. Skou, both of the
Technical University of Denmark.
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Glaciological studies at dome C
CLAUDE LoRIus
Laboratoire de Glaciologie du CNRS
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From December 27, 1974, to January 15, 1975, a
camp was established at dome C (74°39'S. 123°10'E.,
elevation 3,200 meters) to collect information in
anticipation of planned drilling at the site.
The science program, which was fully accomplished despite two U.S. LC-130 airplane accidents

(see page 61, March/April 1975 Antarctic Journal),
involved meteorological observations and sampling
(pit and shallow drill) of snow layers deposited during the last century. Although most of the samples
were left in the field, preliminary results show a
mean annual temperature of —53.5°C., an annual
snow accumulation of 3.7 grams per square centimeter (value calculated from the 2.1-meter depth
of the 1955 radioactive fallout layer), and a mean
isotopic content value of 8D = — 390 parts per million.
The low accumulation value and the fact that
both accumulation and mean isotopic content values
are in line with the general decrease observed
from the coast along the flow line ending at dome C
reinforce the interest in drilling at this site.
Another aspect of this program involved geoceiver determinations carried out by a U.S. Geological Survey engineer; the results will help to evaluate
U.K.-U.S. radio-echo soundings. Stratigraphic
studies and sampling were done by a scientist from
the Arctic and Antarctic Research Institute, Leningrad (Soviet Union), who also made available core
samples from the 1,000-meter Vostok Station drill
hole.

Geochemistry at the South Pole
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Dome C field camp, 1974-1975. A U.S. Geological Survey geoceiver is in the foreground.
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Lead-2l0, a solid decay product of radon-222,
can be used as a natural atmospheric tracer. Measurements of its concentration variations in antarctic
firn enable us to compute the snow accumulation
rate and to study the movements of air masses.
In order to continue the work we began 3 years
ago at Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station, during
the 1974-1975 field season we collected snow
samples in a pit at depths between 0 and 5.2 meters,
and ice cores at depths between 5.0 and 17.0 meters.
Many of these snow samples were chemically
processed at the station to collect their cation contents on small ion exchange resin-loaded papers.
After verification of the results, this method could
prove useful in avoiding the problems of ice sample
transportation for our kind of work.
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